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University of Missouri-St. Louis

Decision Made In
Disabled Dispute
..

by Melissa A. Green
news ed~or
The Student Court has decided
in favor of the Disabled Students
Union in a dispute concerning the
official recognition oftwo disabled
student groups.
DSU's recognition had been
challenged by a separate group
known as the Alliance of Movers
and Shakers.
The decision was made after a
commiuee comprised of three DSU
members and three AMS members
failed to reach an agreement The
committee's decision was to be
. given to the StUdent Court by Nov.
9, 1990. According to the Jeff
Edwards, Chief Justice of the Student Court, the two organizations
never mel
"If the organizations did meet,
they didn't inform me," Edwards
said.
In a previous decision by the
court, the verdict stated that unless
an agreement was reached by the
committee by Nov. 9, 1990, the
recognition would be given to DSU.
"I waited for three weeks, then
I decided to let the decision stand,"
said Edwards. "I was excluded from
the decision, I left it to the judges
involved."
Another matter that was brought

f'

up in court was the legitimacy of the
AMS constitution meeting. The Court
ruled that the meeting was not legitimate because people were not properly infonned in advance.
With the recognition given to
DSU, AMS had planned to appeal
the decision, but Edwards said no
fonnal appeal was med.
"I heard talk about AMS wanting
a retrial because the Court was unfair,
but there was no attempt," Edwards
said.
Instead AMS is filing for recognition as a new student organization.
They will be requesting a budget
from SABC in January.
Carol Dugan, a member of AMS,
was dissatisfied with the way the
Court handled the case. She suggested a solution.
"I recommended to SGA that the
Student Court be trained, so they will
know procedure and how to conduct
themselves," Dugan said.
Problems that arose from the
conllictbetween DSUand AMS,lead
to the sessions presented by Jane E.
Jarrow, executive director of the Association on Handicapped Student's
Services Programs/postsecondary
Education, on Tuesday, Dec. 4, to
evaluate the programs and problems
of disabled students on campus. Her
fmdings will be available after the
Christmas break,

SGA Approves Fee Increase
by Melissa A. Green
news editor '
The Student.Government Association passed a five cent increase in
both the Student Activity fee and Student Service fee at its meeting on
Sunday, Dec. 2. The additional fees
will be added to a 20 cent increase of
fees approved by Lowe "Sandy"
Maclean, vice chancellor for student
affairs. The fee increases will be used
to battle proposed inflation for the
next two school years and for possible
expansion of the University Center.
Maclean presented three reasons
for the increases to the assem bl y. The
first reason MacLean cited was a proposed six percent increase of student
activities expenses during the 199192 school year. Maclean also said the
fees anticipated a continued six percent increase in expenses for 199293.
Maclean said the third reason
was an anticipated 1.5 percent reduction of state revenues in Missouri
public institutions.
"Because of the short comings of
revenue in Missouri, we need to find
supporting money," MacLean said,
The approved vote from SGA was
taken to a subcommittee comprised
of MacLean, Mike Horton, Honors
College representali ve, Jennifer
Horan, president of the Political Science Academy and Allen Wagner,

associate
professor
from
adminsitrative of Justice. The committee passed the increase.
The fee increases will go into effect during the summer of 1991-92
school year. The additional revenue
will help raise $33,750 to help offset
the inflated percentages.
In other SGA business:
Election Commissioner LaDonia
Payne presented an administrative
report explaining the costs for a new
voting ballot for the1991 elections.
The ballots are being provided by
National Computer systems for a cost
of $528.46.
Five voting stations will be set up
on both the north and south campuses,
with each station checking voting
students against a list which will include their name, student numbers
and their school of enrollmenl
The cost of the lists include a $45
charge for the master list and $88 for
the four additional copies to be made
at Graphics Plus.
The Clean Campaign Contract
proposed by Payne for the next election will be presented for approval to
the assembly at the January 27 meeting.
"We are not Congress- we don't
want dirty work. We only want to
hear what the candidate is running
for," Payne said.
The new contract was objected to
by some members of the assembly.

11?? ? ???

Sandy Maclea n writes down a few notes during
Sunday's SGA me eting before he addressed the assembly. (photo by
Nicole Menke)

Ed Mock, Evening Council President, questioned where in SGA's bylaws was it stated that Payne had the
authority to regulate the elections.
Paul Matteucci, studentreprescntati ve
to the Board of Curators, replied that
a~ election commissioner, Payne had
the right.

Another objection came from
Frank Tucci, University Program
Board representative, who was concerned about possible violations of
the First Amendmenl
"I am not condoning mudsling-

See SGA, page 9
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!c~rt~ts~~eers UMSL And Families Partners Win Award For Progress
reporter
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Holiday Fest '90, UM-St. Louis'
annual food drive to help the needy,
gathered food and cash in an effort to
make Christmas a little bit brighter for
some St Louis families.
"This year's Holiday Fest was a
success and it was wonderful to see
such community spirit on our campus," said Dianna Graff, administrative associate for the University Center/Student Activities.
Graff said at least 80 baskets of
food were contributed and approximately $200 in cash donations were
received from the various departments
and students organizations.
Graff said many faculty members
and students turned out for the community reception to enjoy the holiday
. cheer.
Colorful decorations were hung
on the campus tree in the University
Center, with many of the ornaments
contributed by faculty, staff and student organizations. The Admissions
Department provided the tree topper
of a large snowflake, and the tree is
high lighted by a chain with links signed
by Holiday Fest volunteers.
Epsilon Sigma Lambda, a student
leadership group, delivered the food
baskets and cash donations to the
Northside Team Ministry on Dec. 5.

by A.A. Evans
reporter
UM-St.Louis' Partnerships for
Progress, a program begun four ycars

ago by fonner Chancellor Marguerite R. Barnett will be presented
with its first Anderson Award Feb.
1, 1991, during the Forum's winter
meeting at Loews Ventana Canyon
Resort in Tucson, Ariwna
The Anderson Medal is a prestigious awards program whose goal is
to encourage and honor threefold
alliances of businesses, higher education institutions and public schools
that are helping to improve the academic perfonnance of American
students.
"Of all things, the greatest contribution to winning this award was
the hard work and hours turned in by
the UM-St. Louis faculty,"said

•

by Jenrnfer C. Smith
reporter
Two UM-St. Louis faculty members shared their views on inequality
in South Africa at December's only
Monday noon series program, Dec.
3rd.
Anita McDonald, the dean of
Evening College and Allan Crean,
director of Continuing Education-

(CPS)- Students will be paying
higher prices for classes, some as
DECK THE HALLS A volunteer for the Holiday Fest '90 adds a soon as next month, various camdecoration to the giant tree in the U-Center lobby. (photo by Michelle puses have announced.
McMurray)
The funding emergencies that
"A special thanks to all the organi- ing the reception and those who dohave crippled states across the counzations that donated their time to host- nated food and money," said Graff.
try have forced a number of campuses
to impose unusual tuition hikes.
As a result, hundreds of thousands of students wi1l be writing
bigger tuition checks for spring tenn
Extension microcomputing programs, they could not help noticing the con- than they wrote for fall teno.
each visited Capetown and talked ditions that prevailed.
Massachusetts students will take
about their experiences there. Althe
biggest hit, paying as much as
though they went at different times,
In February ofl989, while Nelson
they had the same goals- to work with Mandela was still imprisoned, $625 more for spring semester ~t
the faculty in Capetown on the use of McDonald was sent to Capetown. She most of the commonwealth's public
microcomputers in math and science noted the lack of creativity in the campuses.
curriculum. Despite the fact that their education of the young- conformity
targets were educational in nature, as
temporary residents in South Africa, See AFRICA, page 9
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ria ," by which entries were judged.
Entries had to show evidence of student progress commitment to education refonn as demonstrated by each
member of the alliance, the scope of
the program as it relates to the needs
of the community and society at large
and sensitiv ity to special-needs
populations.
The Partnership for Progress was
one of nearly seventy alliances across
the nation that participated in the
competition for the award. Their formation consisted of The Sl Louis
Public school di strict, Normandy
School district, Wellston School District and University City School distric t. From the business sector,
Monsanto corporation, Union Electric Company, General Dynamics,
Ford Motor Company, and CPI corporation and of course UM-St. Louis
makes the third part of the trio.

School Fees Rise This Winter

. Trips To South Africa Eventful
•

Donald Robinson, dean of the School
of Education,
The Anderson Medal is given in
honor of Robert Anderson, who
chaired the Business-Higher Education Forum from 1982-84. The Forum was one of the flrst major organizations to notice the cou ntry's
America's need for major reforms of
our education and training system.
The Forum was established in
1978 by the .A.merican Council on
Education. which is the umbrella organization for post-secondary educationin Lie U.S.
Nomination for the Anderson
Medal is open to three-way partnerships among businesses, higher education institutions and public schools
that are preparing young people for
higher learning, work and life in the
modem world.
There were fOUI "weighted crite-

AnnouncingAlcohol Can Drown
Hopes
For Good Career

Ideas/Opinions
Page 5

UM·St. Louis student
Rick Strifler just wants
to be heard.

See SpQrts

Page 8

"Evcry time we pay more, we
don't get anything back," complained
Massachusetts College of Arts student Kirsten Friar.
It could have been worse. Voters
Nov. 6 defeated a proposal tha t would
have rolled back all taxes and fees to
1988 levels.
"It's really obvious there is a lotof
fat at the administrative level," said
David Topizer. a student government
member at Lhe University of M..assachusetts-Boston, whose spring tuition bill is up $400 over fall's .
The price hikes in Massachusetts
were emergency measures, maintained Peter Chisholm of the state's

Board of Regents.
Over the last three years, he
noted, state funding for higher education there has dropped by $160$170 million. This year across-theboard cuts, coupled with budget revisions, have left the state's 29 campuses with a $50 million shortfall.
"Only in the most dire situations
do they occur," said. Novak of the
price hikes.
If anything, emergency price
hikes often help send a message to the
public and state legislators about the
situation in higher education, Novak
said.
The mid-year price hike, Novak
said, "definitely played a part."

Campus
Reminder
Snow Day Hotlines:
553-5184
553-5867

553-5865
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PHOTO SHOW: UM-St. Louis Public Policy Research Centers will host a photography show,
"Images ofBelite," byChicago photographerThom
Moran. The show will run through Jan. 15 in Room
362 of SSB. On the 7th, from 1 :30-3p.m., Moran
and Cynthia Radding, assistant professor of Latin
American History, will discuss Moran's photographic documentation of the region on the east
coast of British Honduras. The center is open from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and
admission is free. For more information call 5535257 .

MUSICAL MADRIGAL: The UM-St. Louis Music
Department will once again sponsor a series of
Holiday Madrigal Feasts. The feasts will last
through the10th of Dec. The price is $23 per
person on Friday and Saturday evenings and $21
per person on Sunday and Monday evenings. In
order to receive these special prices, simply write
"Faculty", "Staff" or "Student" in the upper lel1hand corner of your reservation form .

1 . ~

ACCOUNTANTS' ROUNDTABLE: The Accounting Faculty and the School of Business
Administration Chapter of UM-St. Louis Alumni
Association will host an Accountants' Roundtable
from 11 :30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the Marriott Pavilion, One Broadway. David W. Demper, president
and chief executive officer of Commerce
Bancshares Inc., will be the guest speaker. Donation is $13.50 for dues-paying Alumni Association
members and $15 for non-members. For more
information call 553-5255.

BRAINSTO RMS: Finals begin at 7:45 a.m.

.1-.

BRAIN DEAD: Last day of finals. The semester
officially closes at 5:00 p.m.
11.2:1[

MONDAY JAN. 7
REGISTRATION: Class registration from 8:30
a.m. to 8 p.m.

SUNDAY DEC. 9

WEDNESDAY JAN. 9

SOPRANO SINGER: Premiere Penormances
presents soprano Myra Merrit at 4 p.m. at The
Sheldon Concert Hall, 3648 Washington Ave.
Tickets are $12 for Um-St. Louis students, faculty,
and staff. For more information call 553-5180

5621 Oclmar,S\li1e 108
Sl. Louis, MO 63112
.
361-2880

*

Services Offered
Birth Control & Family

PlaD.D.ini Information

I.earn how to use many popular
..
I
I\'acintosh~ programs at your own pace
using our tutorials. PageMaker and Microsoft Woru are both available
for your use. Please call for your reservation.

:p--------------------~
. FREE ·
:~
lOne Hour Macintosh tutorial computer time. I

I lUlorial is cassette training along with pracUce exercises. No charge for II
I
cOlllputer rental tlfTle while uSing the free hour of lulonal liJile

'4'

Affordable ~nices

I

..

Medicaid Aw:pled

*'

COllnnicat EY(!DW~ and

I

..

S:.aturday Hours
Low Cost Pre- Sterilttatioll
EdIlClItiuD & EXlJIm

Call For An Appointment

.t",

HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE:The ninth
annual Higher Education Mid-Year Conference
will be held at Stephens CoHege in Columbia, Mo.
This program will be presented by the Missouri
Association for Adult Continuing and Community
Education, in cooperation with the UM-St . Louis
Continuing Education-Extension and the School
of Education. The Keynote speakerwill be Sharan
B. Merruam, Ph.D. and she will address "Wort<.,
Love, and Learning." She is a professor of adult
education at the University of Georgia. The fee for
the program is$50, including refreshments, lunch,
parking, and materials. Fee for students is $20.
For more information call Joseph Williams at 5535961.

(~.

4Q2.4 Woodson ~oo
SL Uluii. MO 63134
4274331

BACK TO SCHOOL: Classwork resumes at 8
a.m ..

I ..

Notl'aiiti wilh allY olher offer. Offer expires 12/31190.

:
•
•

FRIDAY DEC. 21
0

r----'

WomeD'S Healtb C:lre Clillie
In Two Convenient Locations

THURSDAY DEC. 13

~ It -J'le~· Jd

Learn the Mac -.lrjiiiWr---at our place, ----l~
____ .
at your pace. " iJ·~d~";.~

Introducing
Family Planning Inc.

FRIDAY DEC. 7

O~~4_~5~~S
8434 Florissant Road

...

(3 b'locks from campus)

~ .--

I

kinko's"'i.
th
t'
e copy cen er

...

.: l '

-.-~--.--

Ij .,.

--~

ATTENTION: FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS
A 30 second test

subject: your insurance including your TSA
(Tax Sheltered Annuity)
1. Are you paying any service fees andlor commissions?
No_
Yes
2. Does the insurance company have your funds invested in junk bonds, troubled
real estate, pork bellies, bad stock deals, or savings and loans?
No_
Yes

3. Could your insurance company be one of the troubled companies that has
drained millions of dollars from the state education fund?
(source: St. Louis Post-Dispatch)
Yes_
No_
4. Is your insurance company one of the 1,393 of approximately 1,400 companies
that has-..!:lQ.Lreceived a superior safety and performance rating by b..Q:th of the
major rating services?
(source: The Houston Post)
Yes_
No_
If you answered yes to ill1X of these questions, you may be gambling with your

retirement funds or family protection funds,
Why take a chance? Give us a call to arrange a meeting at your convenienc~ ,

Dan Wagner, UM·St. Louis Alumnus
KANSAS

erfY lli-"E

INSUR.i\l,-,C£ CO!>l Pi\,"'Y

FOR SALE

sealed box or isobarik compound sealed box . New $550
sell for $350 O.B.O ., Jimmy
963-9078

Travel Bargin 2 roundtrip airline tickets; St. Louisto Costa
Rica, depart 12/18 return 1/2
$498 each 961-1120 .

1982 Audi coupe blue new :
interior, clutch, suspension, no
rust great condition $29951 offer 949-9469.

Trailer mini tilt 4 foot x 8 foot
1986 tow go trailer excellent
condition used less than 500
miles please call Bob 7725866 $150.

FOR RENT

Sell your books through the
classifieds. Its free and easy.
Just drop a form in any of the
boxes (Lucas Hall and UniverSity Center) or bring it by
the Current, 1 Blue Metal
Building.

2 BR apartment, all appliances,
mini-blinds, drapes, carpeted,
ceiling fan, WID hookup,
basement storage, off-street
parking, pool, pets ok, 15 minutes to campus . Available after
1/1/91. 1st month rent free.
$385.298-7398.

4 piece of 12"· Orion
Subwoofers 200 W. Rmsr
400w. peak .each. Regular

Walk to UMSL!!! Very nice 1
. bedroom acartment at Mansion Hill. Lots of closets and

storage . All appliances furnished . Pool, clubhouse, miniature go~ green. Laundry facilities. $350 Call 225-9508 or
225-4379.
Get a head start-betaxsmart!!!
Would you (or your parents)
rather have ownership of a
condo near UMSL and a tax
deduction than rent receipts???
You can OWN for same monthly
dollar amount as you can rent
for. All appliances included.
Pool, clubhouse, and miniature
golf greens. Selling for less than
appraised value . Creative financing, if needed . Leasepurchase is possible . Owner
will help work out a plan for
financing . Price $32,500. If interested call 225-9508 or 2254379.

--------------------------------,

I
I
I
I
I
I

CURRENT CLAS SIFIED AD FORM

NAME...
: - - - - - -_ _~--- STUDENT II: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
OATE:-:--_ _

Personal
For Rent

_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

PH ONENuM B eR ~
· ----__________

students, staff, and faculty: no charge
Off-campus advertising: $5 with no
proof of publication. $7 with proof of
publication and 10 cents for every word

Help Wanted
. For Sale

40.

i

Miscellaneous

Message:

t_
. I.

.

.

I
I
ISignature,;,...·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

(314) 275·2100
Richard D. Haberstroh, CLU, Inc.

HELP WANTED
The Old Spaghetti Factory is
looking
for
energetiC,
hardworking, and dynamic individuals to join our restaurant staff.
we are looking for bus, kitchen ,
host, wait, and bar personnel.
Please call or come down Monday through Friday, 1-3, or make
an appointment. We are located
in Historic Laclede's Landing at
727 North First. Call 621-0276.
Horizons is looking for suggestions of what people can do with
their hands for people who are
quit1ing smoking. If you have any
suggestions you would like to
share with us please contact Kim
Fryman Horizons 427 SSB 5535730.
Best Fundraiser On-Campus!
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
orstudent organization that wou Id
like to earn $500-$1 000 for a one
week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and

hardworking. Call Ashley or Amy
at (800) 592·2121,
Improve grade and study skills l
increase memory and recall. Call
(913) 383-7919 for recorded information.
Fraternities, Clubs, Individuals
needed to pro mote super sun/ski
tours. Earn money & free trips to
Cancun, Daytona, Vermont,
Quebec. Call HI-LIFE 1-800-2635604
Typing-- term papers, resumes,
dissertations, ect. -- data entry
on computer. Laser printer. Professional, fast, accurate. Nancy
296-2954.

RESER'IATlC,'J5 Av.q/C48t ( NO'/I'

PAYTOIIA BEACH

'Ug '

FORHAUO£RPAIE

sf!7 '

lq~~f~"RJ ISlA~D '129 '
IT/~'!8AL;
'96 '
P~~~~ CITYBEACH

Sf~4·

CORPIJS CHRISTI !

¥~JA~t~fA~D

'108'

H~!~r~f~q/SlAND
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RESEARCH
IfllMAlII
Largest Library of in/ormation in U. S. aI/ subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/ MC or COD

IWUW8~~;i~~J 4~~8~~2
Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research Information

Learn to fly, I am a federally
licensed pilot instructor. Looking for good pilot trainees . I offer
UMSL students a good discount.
and a lot of fun. Call Steve to
become a pilot. 441-6666:

PERSONALS
To the man named "Birdy T" I
would love to fly with you. I bet
you could take me to new
heights.

11322 Idaho Ave . 1I20fr A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

MISCELLANEOUS
Classic Image PhotographyProfessional Photographic services for: Weddings, contemporary portraits, commerCial, advertising, portfoliOS, etc. Please
call Bryan or Kelly at 291~0030.
THE LESBIAN GAY CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION IS A SUp·
PORTGROUPFOAGAYAND
BISEXUAL STUDENTS, STAFF
AND FACULTY. WE ARE NOT
A DATING SERVICE! MEETINGS FROM 1 TO 3PM ON
MONDAYS . JOIN US FOR
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES.
PLEASE CALL 553-5380 FOR
MORE INFO.

The Alpha Upsilon pledge class
of Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity
says hi to alii YOU wonderful
people. Tlhe "Dew rag boys" are
# 1. Alpha Upsilon rocks the
house. Later!
To all members and soon to be
. members of Delta Sigma Pi
thanks for a great semester! See
you at 10:00 am Saturday Dec.
8th at Merllae Hall.

A
.~

To the Um SI. Louis Hockey
team- way to play guys Not bad
for our 1st game. Let's keep It
up. Hey Franco and Dave are
your heads still ringing . Eric .
how's your frostbite. Chewie
Alpha Phi Omega is the national fJ
service fraternity, promoting the
principles of Leadership,
Friendship, and Service. The
UM-St. Louis chapter is looking •
for new members to help work
towards getting its charter.
Please call Rhonda at 837 -1162
or Fred at 821-1362 . .
To the Alpha Upsilon pledge
class, was the rock blue by -'0 In •
on Wednesday?

J
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The Day After -

St. Louis Survives
It's the day after the earthquake that never happened
and UM-St. Louis is still standing, brick by brick and parking
garage by parking garage. One can almost hear the sighs
.of relief emanating from the SSB tower. Social Sciences
inhabitants can now go back to worrying about low-flying
747's and power outages that periodically leave people
trapped in the elevators.
In the aftermath of all the hoopla, there is the annoying
feeling that the general public has been taken for a ride.
People have gotten rich off earthquake survival kits and tshirts and the media has had a heyday trp.shing Iben
Browning and his dubious climatological qualifications. If
there's a lesson to be learned here, the Pied Piper would be
happy to give everyone a few pointers.
Despite the earth's disappointing lack of seismic activity
this time around, one doesn't have to be a climatologist to
know that Mother Nature keeps aschedule all herown. Like
Mount St. Helens or last year's quake in San Francisco,
catastrophes can strike at any moment and even the best
scientists admti.·i~eycan't pinpoint the time or place. So, if
we're feeling a little ripped-off right now by all the earthquake
hype, at least we're safe and sound and we know a little bit
more about being prepared.
If the earthquake scare has accompllshea anything
besides putting New Madrid, Mo. on the map, it has raised
millions of people's awareness on how to prepare one's self
and family for a disaster. The looming threat of magma on
the move at the earth's core caused many businesses and
institutions to reevaluate building safety codes and to adopt
emergency preparedness plans. It also caused government officials to reevaluate the quality of emergency services available in their constituencies. Even the city of S1.
Louis now has it's own earthquake "czar."
Many of the safety tips circulated for the possible earthquake disaster can do double-duty as a means of helping
people to cope with other climatological disasters besides
earthquakes, such as tornados and floods. And most important of all, millions of people now know what to do before
a disaster happens, because waiting until after it happens
would be too late!

,

The Current welcomes lettters to the editor. The writer's
student number and phone number must accompany all letters.
Non-students must also include their phone numbers. Letters
should be no longer than two typed, double-spaced pages.
No unsigned letters will be published, but the author's name
can be withheld by request.
The Current reserves the right to edit all letters for space and
style.
the Current reserves the rightto refuse publication of letters .
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Saudi Arabian Student Shares Experience
To the editor;
I would like to share with you
what has been an invaluable period
of my learning experience. This
concerns how various professors in
the classroom show the best of their
ethical and moral behavior.
Before the Persian Gulf Crisis
started, as Arabs we always fell
victim to media insults. Despite
such slanders, we tried to go on
with our lives and ignore their
remarks.
Now the classrooms are more
active in showing hostilities
towards us. I first noticed thee when
I started taking graduate classes
here in the summer of 1984. I had
Dr. Frederick Thuman for a human
resources class. A friend of mine
from my home town !ook the class
with me also.
We had to do study cases as part
of the class. In those cases, indi-

To the editor;

asS'odatEibUsinessdir. .

•

CotAtNG- ON.

viduals were supposed to have
evaluation problems and we were
supposed to give our evaluations of
the case for the individuals. We
were supposed to give our opinion
about promotions etc.
But the real reason the instructor
was using those cases was to test
our response to some of the cases
involving his ethnical background.
I was astonished when my
friend told me to respond favorably
to cases involving his ethnical
background.
Yes, my friend was righL We
received a good grade at the
beginning of the semester. But it
was not long before my friend and I
decided to try and favor a person
who would have been released or
promoted for a position that the
instructor did not favor.
He would question our decisions when we didn 'l choose his
favorite person. When we choose

his favorite person we were never
questioned about our logic. The
answer usually had to do with
ethnical issues.
To our surprise, our grades went
down.
It happened that my friend
mentioned this to his girlfriend who
was a lawyer. When she called Dr.
Thuman's office in Clayton, he told
her that my friend could come by
his office.
When my friend went to his
office, he was told that he got a "C"
on his fina] because one question
was not answered. It was not long
before the teacher "found" the
answer on the on the back of the
paper. Now he could go home with
a "B."
I was outraged by this. How
could anyone have missed one page
full on both sides?
That was five years ago.
Recently, I had another bitter

experience that did not have
anything to do with grades. This
one happened when my instructor
told me to leave the classroom.
Why? Because my son was off
school and I didn't have any place
to take him. I brought him with me
in good faith that the teacher would
not mind my son being present in
the classroom since I had seen it
done on other occasions. To my
surprise, Mr. Cox walked toward us
and looked my son in the eyes and
told us this isn't a day care center.
You leave now.
The next week when I tried to
ask Mr. Cox why he did that in
such a hostile and nasty voice. He
loudly told me to shut up in front of
the class. Since then I have come to
the conclusion that Mr. Cox is very
ignorant, not only towards kids but
also towards older people in his
class.

IbrahimLl Al-Khorashi

DSU Vice President Responds To Charges

.': '(:; ...Editor. .' .'
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I am writing this letter in
response to the Nov. 3 letter calling
the Disabled Students Union an
alleged organization. The Student
Court recently ruled that DSU is the
recognized organization .
Now I would like to answer the
rest of the charges, including the
comment about a lynching party for
Carol Dugan. We never intended a
lynching party but were not going
to stand by and let her do whatever
she feels like.
The 18 people in the Alliance of
Movers and Shakers are not all
disabled and were not all part of the
old DSU, therefore, I don't see how
they can change DSU's constitution. In fact, other members of the
COnstitutional committee were not
properly notified of the meetings
rewriting the constitution.
Paul Mattcucci claims to have
asked Marilyn Ditto for our
number's and was turned down, but
nobody else has been turned down
by Marilyn. Then they did not ask

for the mailing lists to notify
members of the meeting, even
though this is how students were
always notified in the pasL
While those who were actually
invited to attend the meeting,
including Chris McMasters,
declined to attend it, it was because
they did not wish to change the
organization. Ms. Dugan objected
to the word disabled because of its
negative connotations but included
the word shakers in the new
organization title. I personally find
this insulting to epileptics and
others suffering from seizurecausing diseases.
I feel that since we did not want
this change, we forfeited no rights
in deciding what direction the
group takes.
We wcre the ones who told
Carol Dugan that Debra Phillips
started DSU and never have
claimed that Marilyn Diuo started
the organization.
Marilyn Ditto has never told
students she does not have time for
them and, in fact, has gone out of

her way to be helpful in many ways
that students aren't aware of. Ms.
Diuo, though, doesn't have the
authority to order other deparunents
to do things that aren't covered by
her.
I have never been uneasy with
Ms. Ditto's handling of current
issues and I have yet to hear of
anyone CDmplain about her handling
of current issues. On the other hand,
I have heard that people in DSU,
including myself, are upset at Ms.
Dugan overspending our budget by
$1,000. She claims to have gotten
permission but we have yet to find
or be shown documentation of
approval.
The federal laws they mentioned
are being observed and I don't see
how Ms. Dugan and AMS can say
they feel that concern for disabled
students is paramounL They
obviously weren't thinking of them
when they did not get the mailing
list to notify them or or when they
froze funds and prevented anything
from being accomplished this
semester.

I would like to finally see an
end to this conflict but not at the
expense of the disabled students.
They have special needs that should
be addressed and that is not being
accomplished with this whole mess.
Ms. Dugan and her friends
claim we were out to get her but all
I've seen is a young woman who
wanted to do what she wanted and
did not want to listen to anyone who
had anything good to say about our
former advisor Marilyn Ditto. Ms.
Ditto did what any advisor would
do and that was tell us what did or
did not work in the past. Ms. Dugan
wanted to expand DSU to include
all minorities even if they have their
own group .
DSU is [or the understanding of
disabilities and the disabled and
should remain that way. It is open
to anyone, disabled or non-disabled
who shares this goal .

Sincerely,
Dawn Blankenship
Acting Vice-President DSU
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Forensics/Debate
Showcase Draws
Closer

25 Undergraduate
Scholarships Are
Available

The ForensicslDebate Club of
UM- St. Louis is sponsoring an Individual Events Showcase on Tuesday,
Dec. 11, from 7p.m.to9p.m.inroom
200 of Lucas Hall.
The showcase will consist of nationally rated performances from the
award-winning UM- St. Louis forensics team.
"It's a rare opportunity for the
students to showcase their individual
talents in a non-lDumament atmosphere and hopefully this can show
the campus what it is we do," said
Scott Jensen, Forensics/Debate Club
coach.
Come and cheer your peers on!
There is no charge for admission. If
you have any questions or if you need
more information, please call 5535816.

Twenty-five scholarships are
available for undergraduate students
majoring in engineering and science
disciplines. The scholarships are designated for those students interested
in careers in environmental reslDralion orwaste managementCER/WM).
Applicants must be U.S . citizens
and currently pursuing an Associate
of Science or Bachelor of Science
degree full time.
Selection is based on academic
performance, recommendations ,
background, and a statement of career
goals by the applicant.
Scholarship applications arc being taken through January 28, 1991,
and awards will be announced in May
1991. For applications or more in for mation contact Peggy Gibson at(615)
576-9278.
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The Eldercare Center is located
at Mt. Providence School, 8351 S.
Florissant Road in North County.
For more information on the
Eldercare Center call 524-0155.

UM - St. Louis
Eldercare Center
Receives Donation

AM I PREGNANT'?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

( r~~~F
IO
QUSIS

The Employees' Community
Fund of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation has donated $5,000 to the
UM- St. Louis Eldercare Center to
provide scholarships for clients from
low-income families.
The gift brings the total Eldercare
Center contributions from the Employees ' Community Fund to
$10,000. A previous donation of
$5,000 was applied to renovations in
the recreation room of the center.
The center is an adult daycare program that enables senior citizens to
live at home wile receiving daily supervision and nursing care at a
lower cost than a nursing home or a
residential care facility .
There are currently more than 50
older adults served by the center every \veek.
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Dist.:Qver a challenging
future Wlth opportunitIes to
advance. Serve your coun try
while you serve your career with :

V

• great pay and beilefils
• normal working hours
• complete medicol and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
Find out how to qUillify "5 an Air
Force professional. Call
~-====
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE "STAT"
1-800-423-USAF
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• Professionally typeset
• Fast turnaround time
• Talented, creative staff
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1 99¢ Big Mac
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plus tax
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Be sure to include name, address and phone no. on your resume .
Send resume text (legible, please) and a check for 1/2 to:
Helleny Graphic Design
3455 Bridgeland • Bridgeton, MO 63044
You'll receive a proof by mail in a few days.
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©1990 McDonaJd's Corporation

Helleny Graphic Design is owned by
an UM-St. Louis graduate and a current graduate student.
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of a medium drink.

Not graduating yet?
Save this ad for future use.

For more info, call (314) 298·7575.

with the purchase
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.J---------..:....-- -------------------------'
1/ 4 lb . Hamburger Chile

1/4 lb . Bac on Che eseburger

STUDy ' AND LIVE IN FRANCE OR GERMANY

I

Year Abroad Exchange

Regular Cu sto m Spiced Fry

$2.50 1

20 Oz. Drink

Deadline:

lone coupon Pe r Cus tomer

Next To Blockbuster

l

OPEN:

·101

386-25MHZ(No Cache)$ 1,765
386-33MHZ(64K Cache)$2, 189

Keyboard{choic~gl.!LgyJ~.~

~~s,-s,s,

, ..
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Good At Both Stores

Computer Shack December Special, Happy Christmas!
Complete System with Color VGA and 40MB Hard Drive
·1.mb Ram installed
286-12MHZ $ 1,178
l44(3-1L2.:~l QU.2MB.L5.:J!4") Floppy
386-SX16MHZ $ 1,353
~Colo!-'L9A Mil_nitor
386-SX20MHZ $1,565

International st~dies
366 SSB Buildinq

I

Sun 11-7, Mon -Thurs 10-11, Fri 10 a.m .-12 a.m.

~_~Q ME;LHa~!.jve

··

.,

Comp~t.er: S~IlQ~· (':.t':'~':tj;

72 hours Tested

J year Warranty, Parts and Labor
5 free Software

Name Brand Components
Superior Technical Support

486-25A1HZ Cache $3,487

'200 watt Power SupplJ'

January 15, 1991

~pplieations/lnformation:

One Coupon Per Cu st omer

St. Charles
Bel Ridge
946-9883
4 26-7765
Regency Square 8801 Natural Bridge

EMpires 1/1 0 / 9 1

in:

Earn UM-St. Louis credit
while studyinq in Europa.

EMpire s 1/10/9 1

OOBSl~S

Program~

Lyon, France
Frankfurt, Germany
stuttgart, Germany

20 Oz. Drink

$3.0 0

• Saved on disk for future updates
• Pay 1/2 now, 1/2 when complete
• We handle cover letters and
printing, too

Bargain Prices: 1 pg. resume $20
2 pg. resume $30
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I ~ ~ :1E ~ ~ ~ I Help McDonald's cheer the Rivermen
~ ~ ~ :5 c i o n to victory. Take this ticket stub to
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Con,pletely C'ontidential
Call or walk in

OUR job is to help YOU get a job. Just mail the text for your
resume to us. We'll do the rest.

BIG MAC®MANIA AT
Mc DONALD 'S®

~I

FREE PreI,;TIancy Te5ting
Immedinte results

227~5111
645·1424
24~Hour phone Service
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:428~·i.79(r;:1.~~~1
:
Fax·
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428~21·1 ·

Bus. Hour ~0l1.tb/U FHJ~ti. ~Ai : ;; :
Sat. 114IIJ Jo8pin
. '.• :: . :'<. .' <:.:.,?

DeducL$.40 frpm above p-rices If you assemble by yourself!

Local Area Network

• MS DOS ~J oJ + ....QJ
Conpu rer Shill.!; ( '!;r;s rnas .~"rlt · L'ial'

Color VCiA !3unLiiL'
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:17
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MOUSEJOYSTJC . OIG :T Zr:~

SCANNER
GM6000 DELUXE MOUS e:: ,., TYPE
ARTE C S::'P! AL M OUS E W/PAD G TYPE
COL:JR VTcCH MOUSE H TYPE
M=P:::. SO FT BUS MOUSE rl TYPE
G'/: S.:.c SCAN~~ER 400DPI
PMr:-AX FULL PAG E SC ANN ER
. OTHER FlJLL PAGE SCANNER
DIG ITIZ ER WITH 4 BUUTONS, 12 " X 12 "
JOYSTiC WITH FIRE BUTTON
OTHER SPEC JOYSTIC

32
59
j

99
99

980
CALL
299
29
CALL

.(1 i}

I 'pJa Ie i-'ri,.-e _.'

HAYS COMPAT IBLE MODEMS
STAR 2400 . INTERNAL, G TYP E
QUICK TEL . MNP , 2400 . INTERtML , H TYPE
OU ICK TEL . MNP . 2400. EXT Er:;ANL, H TYPE
QUICK TEL. SENDFAX, 2400. ItlTERNAL
QUICK TEL . SENDFAX. 2400, EXTERNAL
MOD EM 9600 AND FAX . G TYPE
PRINTERS. DOT MATRIX
PANASONIC 1124
CITIZEN GSX 140
CITIZEN 1200
ALPLS, 24PIN

78
119
139

169
199
298

285
329

169

389

COMPUTER PROTECTOR
SURGE PROTECTOR, G TYPE
SURGE PROTECTOR, 1 NANO SECOND, H TY
SURGE PROTECTOR, COMPLETE, H TYPE
UPS SYSTEM
STATIC PAD MINI
STATIC PAD MEDIUM
SPECIAL CUSTOM MADE STATIC PAD

9
39

49
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

IDEAS

PINIONS
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Alcohol Drowns Hopes of Career
by Jonathan Herskovitz
for the Current

The Amputation Diet Plan

,

COMME TARY

A young college studen t mumbles,
"Niccce to meeet youuuu," to the executive vice president of Daniels,
Daniels, and Daniels. "Wow, I have
had a lot to drink," she says to herself. them.
Companies hold receptions for
Another student stumbles on his
feet as he shakes hands with the two reasons:
1. To meet prospective employpresident of Vodka & Associates.
"Gosh, I have had one too many," he ees.
2. To observe how prospective
thinks to himself.
A third student spills a drink in his employees conduct themselves in a
lap and exclaims, "Wow, that'sacold business/social setting.
To many students, intervie>ying
one."
Recruiting has started for many means the end of college. The last
colleges around the country. Compa- hurdle many students face are final
nies hold receptions to meet studen.ts exams in May. Well, I have news for
and to recruit future job prospects. many of you. The tests in life are onl y
Amazingly, the following scenarios beginning. Obtaining your first job is
are typically seen at recruiting recep- your f[(st test and those students who
tions. While college campuses are pass have a chance of being hired ,
becoming more and more responsive , while those who fail will spend the
to the de-emphasis of alcohol con- . summer searching for a job.
Because receptions are a crucial
sumption, as campuses become drier,
many corporations are becoming part in the interviewing process, it is
wetter. Because companies serve al- important to conduct yourself in a
cohol at receptions, it is important for professional manner. Professionalism
you to be aware of why receptions are includes looking sharp, thinking sharp,
held and what role alcohol plays at and acting sharp. One sure way to

accomplish all three S's is to not consume alcoholic beverages. However,
if you do feel comfortable drinking,
know your limitations. Rememberwe
want to acheive the three S's.
A friend of mine once asked, "I
thought companies have receptions
to meet perspective employees in a
relaxed social atmosphere?" You bet
they do, but all the company knows
about you has come from an 81/2 x 11
sheet of paper called your resume'.
On your resume' ,there was no listing
under extra-curricular activities for
alcohol consumption, so why add it?
If you feel you need alcohol to relax,
then I advise you to seek professional
help.
The next time you attend a reception, look at the types of glasses the
drinks are served in. Alcoholic drinks
are probably served in one type of
glass while nonalcoholic drinks are
served in different glasses. A lot of

companies take special notice as to
what prospective employees are
drinking. In a business or social setting, it is proper etiquette to hold a
drink in one's hands. Probably by
now, many of you are wondering what
to order. You can order water, club
soda, tea, soft drinks or cOffee. You
now might ask, "Doesn't a club soda
and lime look like vodka and tonic?"
Sure, but notice the glass it is served
in. When you are also ordering your
drink, notice how the bartender marks
down what drinks are served and to
whom. Yes, believe it or not, many
bartenders are instructed to keep a tab
on who drank what.
Knowing that corporate receptions
are given to observe prospective employees, it is essential for you to conduct yourself in a professional manner (the three S's). Part of that does
not include 4:00 martinis or evening
cocktails. If you refrain from excessive drinking, or drinking alcohol in
general at corporate receptions, then
you will have that much more of a
winning edge on trying to land th?!
. f[(st job out of college.
A toast to you - good luck.

Sinead 0' Connor Gets Best Video Of The Year
by Loren Richard Klahs
book reviewer
The rust year of the nineties decade brought with it some rather exciting surprises. probably the most
significant event was the release of
the song ''Nothing Compares 2 U"
written by Prince and performed to
absolute perfection by Irish songstress
Sinead O'Connor.
Not since Tracy Chapman's "Fast
Car" of a few seasons back has there
been a song of such monumental
popularity. "Nothing Compares 2 U"
by Sinead O'Connor is that rarest of
I ifeforms: the perfect pop song.
The new and revised edition of
The Encyclopedia of Pop, Rock, And
Soul (Revised edition :1990) by Irwin
Stambler (St. Martin's Press, $35.00,
880 pages) replaces The Rock Yearbook as the perennial music source of
the year. This is one of many books
that portends to illustrate where the
music has been and where it is going.
In terms of where the music went
in 1990, the obvious answer is that of
rap.
M.C. Hammer catapulted to the
top of the charts with his phenomenal
"Please Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em"
recording . He had major hits with the
party song of the year, "u Can't Touch
This," and a re-make of an old ChiLites tune, "Have You Seen Her?"
But the biggest surprise was his
tribute to God and Christianity. The
song "Pray" found itself perched at
the top of the pop chart, as well as the
soul and dance charts. A recent re-

mix of "Pray" is currently tearing up
the charts and the accompanying video
proves to be one of the fines of 1990.
Technotronic, another rap inspired
group, heated up the charts in 1990
with such hit songs as the monstrous
"Pump Up The Jam" and the ditty
"GetUp! (BeforeTheNightIsOver.)"
This Belgium import crossed over
into pop, rock, and soul.
In terms of sheer hit song potential, studio production values, and
visibility, the best album of 1990 belongs to Janet Jackson for het megahit "Rhytrn Nation 1814."
Jackson began the string of hits
with "Miss You Much," followed by
such songs as the title "Rhythm Nation," "ComeBackTo Me," "Alright,"
"Escapade," "Black Cat," and "Love
Will Never Do (Without You)."
However, in purely original and
artistic terms, the finest album 0[1990
goes to Sinead O'Connor for "I Do
Not Want What I Haven't GOL"
Powerful songs like "Feel So Different" and "B lack Boys On Mopeds"
beg to be heard. The arrangements are
without flaws as O'Connor's feminine voice surges with emotion.
Some of her more personal
. statements such as "I Am Stretched
On Your Grave" and "The Last Day
Of Our Acquaintance" can be compared to poetry.
Follow-up videos and singles
"Three Babies" and "The Emperor's
New Clothes" while worthy in terms
of curiosity, however ,do not live up
to the brilliance of''NothingCompares
2U."

"Many so-called rappers came and went
without leaving much
of a mark, other than
the fact that they
'sampled' many vintage songs and
pass,ed them off as

their own
. \

-- Loren Klahs

tually put on trial in Florida for obscenity charges.
Milli Vanilli was dethroned for
being crowned ultimate poseurs. Vanilla Ice "borrowed" heavily from
David Bowie and Queen and then had
the audacity to deny it
Many other so-called rappers
came and went without leaving much
of marie, other than the fact that they
"sampled" many vintage songs and
passed them off as their own.
1990 was also the year that
Madonna's new video was banned
from MT.V. "Justify My Love" was
deemed too sexy. And just when we

Dawn Blankenship
senior-

Menke)

were all recovering from that Milli _ -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - ,
V anillacontroversy, many pop groups
Perhaps Sinead O'Connors most
have been exposed for their lipsynching during high priced concerts.
breath-taking moment comes in the
song "Black Boys ON Mopeds" as
The common denominator for hit
music was often judged by the likes of
she lashes out at then Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher of England:
New Kids On The Block. Absurdly
compared to the Beatles (in terms of
"Margaret Thatcher on T. V.
popUlarity) this adolescent group has
become a world-wide phenomenon.
Slwcked by the deaths
Towards the end of the year,
That took place in Bejing
Whitney Houston bounced back with
It seems strang!:
an album that will undoubtedly be a
That she should be offended
major source of hits in 1991.
The same orders
Are Given by her .. ."
Other noteworthy artists of 1990
consist of the likes Billy Idol, Poison,
by Greg Albers
the above tip.)
r cannot say enough about "I Do George Michael, Anita Baker, Wil- columnist
5.) Study the things that are
Not Want What I Haven't Got" by . son, etc ... There were also some digimost important first. Studying is
Sinead O'Connor. quite simply :t is
tally re-mastered collections of vinO.K., it's December. Exam s like drinking beer. First you start a
the best album I have heard since tage hits by such groups as Led Zepare just a week away. You haven 't little slow. Then you get into a
"The Joshua Tree" by U2.
pelin, Rush, and others that deserve
been to class since October and groove and you feel gOO<i Then
merit.
While rap was definitely the new
you're having a brain fart.
you begin to slow down and your
Best video of the year, again, goes
buzz word in the music arena ofl990,
Don't panic! You CAN live head starts feeling a little wobbly.
itdidnotcome without controversy. 2 to Sinead O ' Connor for "Nothing
through this. It's been done before. Finally, things get blurry, you get
Live Crew got arrested and was c\'en- Compares 2 U."
You still have several options. You a stupid look on your face and you
could plead with your parents that can ' t remember what you did ten
this wouldn' t have happened if they minutes earlier. What follows can
had sent you to Mizzou, you could be thought of as "mental vomitenlist or you could study.
ing." Your brain shuts down and
I know I don't usually adv o~ you become catatonic. You can
cate studying, but desperate times study no more. So it's important
callfor desperate measures. Don' t to make sure you get to the good
know how? Don't worry, I' ve got stuff first.
you covered. Follow th ese few
6.) Personal grooming isn't
tips and you'll be on your way to important during exam time. It's
just barely surviving another me- perfectly acceptable to go a few
diocre semester. And for a while, weeks without shaving. (fhis goes
you'll feel like a real student.
for both men and women.) Hey,
1.) Kiss up to a friend who has you just didn ' t have time to. You
notes and actually goes to class. I were too busy studying. However,
know a friend like that is hard to I suggest you shouldn't forego
fmd , but you've got to at least try. sho wering. There's a limit to how
"Don't think about it too
2.) If it ain't in bold, it ai n' t much dedication your friends will .
"work"
important. This is the first rule o f al low.
much, Studying with others
studying. Everybody knows
7.) If you must sleep, make
helps,"
Dan Shashack
teachers wouldn't actually waste sure there's a textbook under your
senior-marketing
their time trying to teach us the pillow. Maybe that osmosis stuff
Doug Seymore
stuff that isn't in bold. It' s all isn't bullshit after all.
sophomore-business
meaningless, repetitive dribble.
8.) Flash cards! They're fun,
3.) Don't sleep for a couple they ' re easy. You can play by
weeks. Iknow thi s too goes against yourself or with a friend.
everything I believe in, but it's all
9.) Make sure you have plenty
part of the whole "real student" of food nearby. It's amazing how
thing. Then while you're in the many calories you can burn up
hall doing a little last minute using your brain. You should have
"Watch TV, listen to the
cramming with your classmates, enough Twinkies and cheese puffs
radio and sleep, talk to
you can brag about how long to revitalize your bloodshot body.
others and scream,"
you've gone without sleep. They'll
J
10.) If all else fails, pray for
"Go out and have fun,"
be impressed with how dedicated snow. I know that isn't real
Mark Risenhoover
Noelle
you are. (It always sounds a littie original, but in a time of crisis
sophomore- business manmore impressive when you state it you've got to stick with what you
j
in hours.)
sophornore-undecided
know. Good luck, God knows I
agement
4.) Vivarin is your friend . (See need it

It's Your Turn : 'How Do You Relieve Stress During Finals'.

HI just say to hell with it and
sit and read a book, think
about it and plan a strategy."

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHB ORHOOD", An unusuall y warm November day proves to be
good for viewing the animals in the Zoo. (photo by Nicole

Last Ditch Effort To
Be A 'Real Student'

Elvis
Hotline
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"If an untimely pregna ncy pres en ts a pe non. 1 crisis i.e your li fe . . .
Lel us help you!"
FRE£TEST- Can dmCt pregn an cy I Odaysa ft<ri th<gi.. !
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Investment in Your
EduutjoQ .

•

Now
Make COACH
it Count!
CAREER
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Ready to Live On Your Own1 .'

Resumes tbat Work

•
•

Self

Marketing

Job

Searcb

We're ready for you!

Skills:

:

Strategies

:

Packages,
Hours.

:
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I'm Here
When .You Ne e d Me

LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE
.APARTMENTS
Only 3 Minutes F rO'fTl UMSL
Special discount for UMSL Students & Staff \
**
**
**

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments From $305/month
**
**
FREE HEAT
Privacy Gate with Gate Attendant
**
**
24 Hour Maintenance/On-site Management
**
**Lighted tennis courts, fitness course, jogging course , pool**
**
Bi-State Bus Stop on Site
**
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Call us at 38 1-0550
Open 7 days a week
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5303 Lucas & Hunt Road
at 1-70

CIRRUS.

The Automatic Teller
Normandy Bank Customers , get your application at the fac ility in University Center or call us at 383·
5 555 . If you have your account at another bank , your ATM card can be used at the ma =h i ne i n Univer'
sity Center If It has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it .
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We care about you.. .
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7 151 NATURAL BRIDGE
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-Happy Holidays from the Current Staff!
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1
:

·
We appreciate you r ead.in9 the
CUf'rent ev er y w eek, . We want you
to r ead u s nex t sem ester. 80
p(.e,a,se Don It Drink and. Drive
•
over the ho£Uiays.

. .
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Student Announcer 'Wants To Be Heard '
by Jason Buchheit
reporter

Attention Ladies And Gentleman: UM-St. Louis sophomore, Rick Strifler, is the voice of UM-SL Louis womens soccer and
basketball teams.

Ice Hockey Club
Starts Season
by Shelle Hassenforder

reporter
The UM-St Louis Ice Hockey
Club opened their 1990-91 season
with a 7-5 loss against Iowa State
University in Ames, Iowa Friday,
Nov. 30. The UM-St. Louis team
faced a tough opponent in ISU, a
team that had already posted a record
of8-2 before meeting UM-St. Louis.
IS U jumped to a fast start and led
UM-St Louis 4-2 at the end of the
first period.
Um-St Louis scored two goals
to ISU' s one in the second period, but
it wasn't enough as the second period
ended with ISU Leading 5-4.
"The teams performance was encouraging," said UM-St. Louis

player/coach Wayne Gholson.
"We're looking forward to a successful season."
Both teams scored in the beginning of the third period, butlJ}.,f-St.
Louis couldn't get anything else on
the board and with the score 6-5, and
30 seconds remaining, UM-SL Louis
pulled goalie Phil McCI ung for a 6th
attacker.
Even with the six-man advantage, UM-SLLouis was unable to
produce, and with six seconds left in
the third period, ISU scored an empty
net goal to make the final score 7-5.
Centers Neal Aherron and Dave
Dagenais and left wings Dan Moran
'and Bob Dagenais all scored for
UM-St. Louis.

•

Walking through the halls of the
Mark Twain Building, a voice can be
heard echoing off the walls of the
gym. The voice is full of power and
intensity, lending an air of excitement
to the ba<;ketball game being played
out on center court. The voice belongs
to Rick Strifler, who, at the age of20,
is the voice of the UM-St. Louis
women' s ba~ketball and soccer teams.
Strifler, a sophomore, is a finance
major with a minor in communications,
"All of my life I've wanted to be
in TV and the movies," Strifler said.
"Jeff Kuchno (UM-St. Louis' Sports
Information director) gave me the
opportunity to announce women's
soccer. He told me the reason he picked
me was because I showed a lot of the
enthusiasm that he had when he was
in college."
Strifler took it from there and is

currenLly announcing women's basketball games.
"Jeff Kuchno, I defmitely have
to say thanks to him because he has
given me advice and a very good
example. I learned professionally by
listening to him," Strifler said.
Strifler had no previous experience in announcing other than a little
in speech and theater, so he went into
the job blind, not knowing what to
expect.
"I have a little background in
speech and theater and took sixth in
state as a senior in speech," said
Stifler. "I guess I sound all right. I
always wanted to be an announcer.
I'm not afraid to speak in public."
Strifler's official title is a P.A.
announcer, and the job doubles as an
internship in communication.
"It is called an Internship in Applied Communications, which is an
internship meaning-you don't get
paid," Strifler said.
.
Although he doesn't get paid,
Strifler does get three credit hours for

Cooper Selected For An
All-Tournament Team
by Jason Buchheit
reponer

Kim Cooper, a three-year
starter for the UM-St Louis
women's basketball team, was
chosen for the All-Tournament
Team in the Ferris State Tournament held in Big Rapids,
Minn., Dec. 1-2. Cooper is described as a hard working player
who fits in nicely into Coach
Morse's running system ...a solid
scorer and rebounder... has a
nice touch from the outside.
Five players were picked
from the four teams that participated in the tournament The
four teams were S1. Joseph's,
Wisconsin-Parkside, Ferris
State and UM-St Louis. Coo-

per was the only Riverwoman
selected for the team.
Cooper was the leading
scorer both nights for the
Riverwomen as the team beat
Wisconsin Parks ide 95-90, but
lost to St Joseph 92-122. She
will receive a plaque for her
achievement.
In the 1989-90 season Cooper started 25 of 27 games at
small forward. She was third on
the team in scoring (11.3) and
fourlhin rebounding(4.6 caroms). She also led the team in
free throw s and scored a careerhigh 28 points against Norffieast Missouri State(1-13-90).
The Riverwomen host
Kentucky Weslyan on Dec. 9 at
1:00 p.m.

his work, the equivalent of one class.
When asked what he likes to announce best, Strifler said it really
didn't matter, just so long as he's got
the mike.
"I played soccer all my life and
like to announce it, but 1 prefer to
announce basketball because there is
more action," Stifler said. "But then
again, it really doesn't matter what I
talk about as long as you put me in
front a camera or microphone. I just
like to speak and be heard."
Strifler said he likes the halftime
show best, because he gets to
speak off the cuff and let his personality show through.
"I just like to be myself," Strifler
said.
One person who has inspired
Strifler, not in announcing but in acting, is Emelio Estevez.
"I think he is cool," said Strifler.
"I want to be just like him."
Strifler said he plans to stay at
UM-St. Louis if he makes it into the
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity. Hav-

ing the backing of his fraternity mean
a lot to him.
" It makes life here a lot bel .
with a place to go and people w
care. My pledge brothers have back
me up and told me to look for a car
in communications," Strifler said.
S trifler wants his voiceto beh '
and a lot of his friends have be ,
listening:
Scott Cearley, one of Striner
pledge brothers said, "I told him h
has the voice."
Chris Radzom, another pledg
brother said, "Rick's the best colleg
announcer I've e..;er heard before. He
is al so the voice of the Alpha Upsilon
pledge class."
Kamran Tajkarimi, who listens to
Strif1er, said, "He has the voice and is
very serious about announcing."
Strif1er said all the encouragement could payoff in some very definite career goals.
"It's hard to judge myself, but
lot of people have told me I sound
good and that encourages me to keep
looking tomy future in announcing.

UM-St. Lou i s Scorebo ard
Men's Basketball
Nov. 29:
UM-5t. Louis
Univ. of Wyoming

76
101

Dec. 1:
UM-ST. Louis
Cal-Poly
UM-St. Louis
Cal-Bakersfield

90
118

63
54

Women's Basketball
Nov. 27:
UM-St. Louis
Edwardsville,

92
91

Dec. 1-2:

Rivermen Win On The Road

by Christine M . McGraw
sports editor

The UM-SL Louis men's basketball team hit the road Thursday, Nov.
29, looking for victories in Wyoming
and California. But victory was hard
to come by as the Rivermen returned
with only one win to their credit,
beating California S tate-Bakersfield
but losing to University of Wyoming
and California Poly-San Luis Obispo.
The Rivermen started their trip
with a game against University of
, ' .

Wyoming and were defeated with a
SCore of76-lOI.
Though their efforts failed, Jeff
Kuchno, director of Sports Information at UM-SL Louis, said the
Rivermen played a good game.
"They played hard. We were in
the game, and they were competing
very well," Kuchno said.
Late in the first half the Rivermen
were leading 27-26.
'They took: off and got 10 straight
points!" said Kuchno.
But the Rivermen fell behind,

Curr;e.nl

Athlete o·f the·· Week
. kiM'¢oope'r
'Women's EJasketball
-.Junlor..Quard-Forwatd
·Sel~cted

f'o r the AU:';'
TpurnamentTeam in·the'
F'errisState..Touroey .

·FieldGoal percentage:
46' percent

Is areal g()od

.at,111ete. She·.runs the
110Qr viteUandplays hard
a'Uiof,the time."
'..Bobbi Morse
..... . . J .,

Spon$or~dBy:

McD.onald's~ .of.BeJ·Ridge
.

86?4 NaIuriJ,fSridge·Rd. atNorth HanleyHd.

Rivermen 54-34 by half time.

"Cal-Polywasmakingtheir~hots.

. . we were not. They made 40 of 66
shots and we made 31 of?4 shots. It
was pretty bad," said Kuchno, who
travels with the team.
Defeated by Cal-Poly with a SCOre
of 118-90, the Rivermen went on to
play later that night at California
State-Bakersfield. They played a
great game, winning 63-54. Kuchno
said "The Rivermen have played almost a perfect basketball game tonight. "

UM-St. Louis
Wis. Parks ide

92
122

90

95

Riverwomen Win In Final Seconds

. '

!~'K irn

they were down 10 points at half time
(35-45).
The game didn 'tlook much better
for the Rivermen after that. They were
trailing 13 points behind with six
minutes to go in the game.
Chris Pilz, the leading scorer
through the game, scored 4 points in
the fust half and 20 in the second.
The Rivermen were also defeated
by Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo. The
score was tied 32-32 with eight minutes to go in the fust half, when CalPoly came on strong, leading the

UM-St. Louis
St. J,o eseph

by Christine M. McGraw

sports editor
The UM-St. Louis women's basketball team squeaked by with a victory over SIU-Edwardsville at the
Riverwomen's second game of the
season here on Tuesday, Nov. 27.
In the last three seconds of the
game, Kelly Jenkins scored the two
winning points that left SlUE speechless as the clock ran out and left the
Riverwomen with the 92-91 lead.

lilt was a very big
win. It could bring our
team together for the
rest of the season, "
-Bobbi Morse
"Those were the biggest points of
my life," Jenkins said. "It's pretty
incredible. I didn't expect to be that
open."
Bobbi Morse, the women's head
basketball coach, said the Win could
be very encouraging to the girls.
"It was a very big win. It could
bring our team together for the rest of
the season," Morse said.
Guard-Forward Kim Cooper lead
the Riverwomen in the fust period
with 11 points scored. Forward

Tamara Putnam was close behind,
scoring nine points in the fIrst period
also.
Cooper said that in the past, close
games were 'seldom won. But. this
year, things are changing.
"This is a great win. Last year we
couldn't win the close games. This
year we want to prove to everyone
that we can win'the close ones," said
Cooper.
With the SCore 11-2 in the fust fIve
minutes of the game, the
Riverwomen's points more than
tripled those of SlUE.
But SlUE made a strong leading
recovery. Ten minutes later, SlUE
was winning 26-25.
Putnam scored the last four points
of the ftrst half, bringing the score to
40-35, with the Riverwomen trailing
by 5 points.
Cooper and Putnam lead the
Riverwomen in total points scored
during the game. Cooper ftnished with
24 total points scored and Putnam
with 17.
"I was really fired up before the
game. I was ready to play," said Cooper.
Despite the Riverwomen 's enthusiasm, the second period didn't look
bright.
"We played well the fust eight
minutes, then it got ugly until late in
the game," said Morse.

YOUR DRIBBLING!: Freshmen-guard, Rachel Nunnelee, practicing to improve her game. (Photo by Michelle McMurray)
With less than 5 minutes left in
the second period, SlUE was leading
82-78.
.
Jenkins, Lisa Huska and Monica
Steinhoff dominated the last few
minutes of the second period, scoring a combinect total of 14 points in
four minutes. 1batlast minute muscle
led the Riverwomen to victory.

Morse said she was happy witl "
her girls' comeback. She feels the
reall y put their hearts in it.
"In those last five minutes, th
kids put their heart on the line ar
said they weren't going to get beat,
Morse said. ''I'm very proud of tl~ .
effort."
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- ing in a campaign," said Tucci, "The or infonnational purposes.
The Television Club will be linked
candidates should be allowed to voice
their opinions. The campaign's need with 12 cable stations through I-Net,
to be based on a person's ability to do or Instructional Network. Their inthe job."
tention is to set up monitors throughIn the next matter on the agenda, out campus as infonnatiort stations.
"The monitors would be conTucci proposed an Intercultural Exchange for Fall '91. The activities nected with the monitors used for
would be similar to Mirthday or the academic support in the larger lecture
V.P. Fair. Further infonnation will be rooms," said Jim Fay, director of the
provided at the January 27 meeting. Instructional Technology Center.
The monitors will cost $1,300A time limit was placed on the
Ad-Hoc Committee investigating the . 1,500 each, according to Fay. There
SABC funds. The final report on the will be no charge for the videos,
investigation will be given at the provided the money is allocated from
January 27 meeting by the SABC, SGA or another source.
Elections for 1991-92 school year
.committee's head, Terrence Small.
In new business, the Television are scheduled for Monday, April 15
Club suggested to the assembly the and Tuesday, April 16.
Budget requests for the 1991-92
possibility of producing videos for
school
year are due in by Jan. 18.
organizations to use for instructional

, 'j
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UMSL Professor Dies

was the rule. In addition to the strict
adherence in curriculum, she was
shocked to find that there is still a
rigid class division among the blacks
in South Africa There are two classifications, the "coloreds" and the
blacks.
The "coloreds" live in clean
neighborhoods with decent housing,
and the blacks live in crowded townships with squalid shack-like houses.
Among the blacks, the general attitude is hopelessness: They felt the
"coloreds" would always be flTSt

Sociology, died in her home over the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
~raito, who had been with the University for the past five years, had
been suffering from heart trouble.
A reception to allow expressions
of sympathy for her family was on
Friday, Nov. 3D, at the Alumni Center. There was no memorial service.
Dr. Shirley Martin, Dean of the
School of Nursing, said Braito was a
marvelous person.
"She was very well liked and
respected by all her colleagues and
students," said Martin. "She will be
sorely missed by the entire university
cqmmunity."

Dr. Rita Braito, a UM-St. Louis
associate professor of Nursing and

-------------I

Traffic Tickets?

L-_ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _

Ruoid Points!1 nsurance increase
$50~OO attorney fee, plus court cost
. (simply mouing uiolation)
William Ruby
Rtttorney at law

984-6880

353-9827

St. Louis County

St Louis City

Crean went to Capetown after
Mandela had been released. He spoke
of segregation. In South Africa, you
are born intooneoffourracial categories: white, black, "colored" or Indian-Asian. Education is very centralizedaccordingtorace. Crean found
that despite Mandela' s release, South
Africa is still stricken with serious
problems. Two of the biggest prob-

lems are inflation and a lack of jobs,
but the violence seems to be due to a
much more serious problem. According to a visitor from Capetown, this
problem goes back to the
government's past allocation of 87
percent of the land to whites and 13
percent of this land to blacks, which
forced JXlPulation density in black
areas. Blacks were forced to sneak
into white towns as migrants. In the
early 60s, the government was forced
to allow some blacks to urbanize. As
a result, fighting has been going on
between migrants and squatters since
the early 1980's.
In spite of the bleakness of their
situation, McDonald and Crean were
treated with warmth and gratitude.
The citizens seemed to think of them
as saviors of sorts, according to Crean,
because they felt we have all the
money. Africa has made some
progress, yet it still has far to go
before attaining racial equality.

He wants to do his taxes but he finds
h~odiffk~t~hoWa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Without your help, he may not be able
to do them.
Almost everybody has to file taxe s, but not
everyone can do it on their own. Volunteer and
help make someone's taxes less taxing. Call

(Other services available including auto accident cases)

BE A RED eRGSS VOLUNTEER'

1800424-1040.
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fP-J PlannedParenthood®
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the region's oldest and largest family planning
organization-tbe name to trust.

::" Quality Health Care
::" Affordable Services
:: Reliable Information

Confidential
Non-Judgmental
PRO-CHOICE

.'

5 ClINICS IN TIlE ST. LOUIS REGION

Pregnancy Testing

f
/
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"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Birth Control
"
Women's Health Care ,::"
Fees are based on sliding scale according to income

::

PLANNED PARENTHOOD HOTLINE

"
"
"
"

:

Fre1I:

Abortion Referrals • Clintc Information • Answers about reproductive health ::

i
i
I

"

533-9933

"
"
"
"

Toll-Free: 1·800-662-KNOW

"
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Golden oppor ttmities .
are made of silver.
GoIden ,nursing opporlunil~s
come with the siiYer Air Foree emblem.
ti>deed. the Air Foree shop<!s a sophisticaled medical environment thot helps you
learn. adYal1ces your educalion and de ·
yelops your prufessionalism to a hight!r
standard. Discover Ir.vel. excitement ...
and the mP.cI ~uu'lI know as an Air
...'.. ..

t

-~ ~:

r

t

~

of the Sl louis Region

Florissant • Central West End • South St. Louis • Ballwin • St. Peters
~

A PubliC Service 01 This Publication &

• '.,

;

•.

Fore
. E. offICer. See why so
many oulsLlooing nursins profession<lls choose
to wear the silv-er emblem of Ihe Air Force
nurse. Call

USA F·NURSE-RECRUITiNG

~ongratulation~r
~

to Donna Palmer and Mike Barnes,
winners of the Go Go's tickets and
Edward Mock and Alan Volmer
winners of the Los Lobo's tickets.
It's Easy to Win with the

TOLL FREE "STAT"
1-800.423·USAF
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Save now on select colorMacintosh systems.
Now through January 5; 1991, take advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh~ l1si, Macintosh lId, or MacintoshIIfx computer and an AppleColof~
High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh lisi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable
system. Or the Macintosh lId, known for its high perronnance and expandability. Or .the
maximum-perronnance Macintosh IIfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. you'll
be getting a system,of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hurry in tcx:iay for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their
value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter
which system you choose.
*Offer good October 15, 1m mroughJanuary 5, 1991. Offer void where prohibited by law.
©1990 AIfJIe Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are regislmd trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. App/.eC%r is a trademark of APple Computer. Inc .

. For further informatien visit the

Office of Computing, Rm 102 SSB

or caU 553-6000

.,

There's an
IBM PS/2 made for
every student body.
MODEL
30286 (T31)

MODEL
30286 (U31)

MODEL
55 SX (U31)

MODEL
55 SX (T61)

MODEL
55 SX (W61)

MODEL
70 (T61)

MODEL
70 (W61)

1MB

1MB

2MB

2MB

2MB

4MB

4MB

80286 (10 MHz)

80286 (10 MHz)

80386SX'w (16 MHz)

80386SX (16 MHz)

80386SX (16 MHz)

80386'" (16 MHz)

80386 (16 MHz)

3.5-inch diskette drive

1.44MB

1.44MB

1.44MB

1.44MB

1.44MB

1.44MB

1.44MB

Fixed disk drive

30MB

30MB

30MB

60MB

60MB

60MB

60MB

Micro Channel@
architecture

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Display

8512 Color

8513 Color

8513 Color

8515 Color

8515 Color

8515 Color

8515 Color

Mouse

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOS 4.0
Microsoft0
Windows 3.0

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for
Windows T", . .
hOC Windows
Utilities""··
ZSoft SoftType''''·''

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word
for· Windows *"
hOC Windows
Utilities··
ZSoft SoftType·"

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows 3.0

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for
Windows"
Microsoft Excel''''''
hDCWindows
Utilities··
ZSoft SoftType·"

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows 3.0

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for
Windows*·
Microsoft Excel"
hOC Windows
Utilities"
ZSoft SoftType·"

$1,649*

$1,799*

$2,349*

$2,699*

$2,799*

$3,899*

$3,999*

IBM PS/2®
Memory
Processor

Software

')oj

Price

Whether you need a computer to write papers or
create graphics, charts and spreadsheets, there's an
IBM PerSonal System/2® that's right for you and your
budget. The IBM PS/2 family of computers has everything you asked for-including preloaded software,
a special student price and affordable loan payments.
If you purchase a PS/2 Selected Academic
Solution before Deceinber 31, 1990, you'll receive a
TWA ® Certifjcate entitling you to around-trip
ticket for $149 t /$249. t Plus a free TWA Getaway®

Student Discount Card application. You'll also get a
great, low price on the PRODIGy®tt service.
Give one a try. We're sure you'll find one that
fits you and your wallet just right.
Save on these printers, too:
IBM Proprinter'"III w/cable (4201 Model 3)
IBM Proprinter X24E w/c'able (4207 Model 2)
IBM Proprinter XL 24E w/cable (4208 Model 2)
IBM LaserPrinter E w/cable (4019 Model E01)
Hewlett-Packard PaintJet® color graphics
printer w/cable (Model HP 3630-A)

$ 349
$ 499
$ 679
$1,039
$ 799

For more information contact:
Daniel V olansky
IBM Collegiate Representative
553-6009
·This OTTer is available only to qualified college students, faculty, staff and institutions that purchase PS/2 Selected Academic Solutions through
participating campus outlets, IBM 1 800222-7257 or participating IBM Authorized PC Dealers. Pricesquoted do not include sales tax, handling
and/or processing charges. Check with your institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to chang.:and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. "Microsoft Word for Windows, Microsoft Excel and hOC Windows Utilities
are the Academic Editions. "·ZSoft SoftType is the Academic Version. tValid for any TWA destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico for
travel September,·16, 1990, through December 19,1991, at the following round-trip fares: $149.00 round-trip for travel from September 16,1990,
through June 14, 1991, and September 16,1991, through December 19,1991. $249.00 round-trip for travel June 15, 1991, through September 15,
1991. Seats are limited. Fare is nonrefundable. 14-day advance purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply. Complete details
will be shown on certificate. Applicants for TWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be full-time students between the ages of 16 and 26. .
ttYou receive the PRODIGY Start-up Kit, a 2400 bps Hayes® Personal Modem, a software connection package, and three months of service
for only $99.00. ®IBM, PS/2, Micro Channel and Personal System/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TWA is a registered service mark of Trans World Airlines, Inc. TWA Getaway isa
registered trademark of Trans World Airlines, Inc. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, 'a
partnership of IBM and Sears. PaintJet is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company. Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes
Microcomputer Products, Inc. "'IBM Proprinter is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 80386SX and 80386 are
trademarks of Intel Corporation. Windows, Word for Windows and Excel are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. hOC wihdows Utilities (hOC
Windows and hOC FirstApps) is a trademark of the hOC Computer Corporation. ZSoft SoftType is a trademark of ZSoft Corporation.
@IBMCorporation1990'
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